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The Heuristic Evaluation assesses the usability of the currently existing Joost interface, as well as the trunk build, 
code-named "Spoon."

While the focus and priority is usability and overall user experience, additional factors are considered based on their 
impact on the existing UI, and the effect they have on the feasibility of implementing Usability Recommendations.

These aspects include:

1.  Operational Sustainability
2.  Technical Constraints
3.  Implementation and Rollout
4.  Brand Value

ii.  About the Heuristic Evaluation

The Heuristic Evaluation is made up of three sections: the UI Evaluation, the Experience Guidelines, and the 
Recommendations Approach.

UI EVALUATION
The UI Evaluation section examines the existing UI, and uncovers opportunities to refine, enhance, or extend the 
existing interaction model.  The primary purpose of the section are issues or opportunities to improve the existing UI, 
including:
Optimizing clarity of IA
Increasing the ease of use of toolsets
Enhancing the value of the existing tools.

EXPERIENCE GUIDELINES
The Experience Guide Section assesses the underlying Architecture and Experience of the existing UI, as well as 
reviewing some best practices.  In this section, overarching aspects of the application level UI are evaluated.  The UI is 
examined at as part of integrated whole.
This reviuw includes:
Underlying UI metaphors
Visual Language
Use & Task Flows
Overall Organization & Hierarchy
Navigation and Functional Requirements.

In addition, the UI model's adaptability and flexibility is assessed.  Part of UI implementation includes addressing 
Scalability, Extensibility, and Enhancibility.    As Business, Technical, and Operational models grow and change,  the 
UI contributes to the overall operational model's  ability to reach strategic goals and meet requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS APPROACH
The final section of the Heuristic Evaluation is the Recommendations Approach.  This section is a precursor to the UI 
Recommendations document and outlines its framework.  The Evaluation and Guidelines will be integrated to create a 
UI Solution Strategy, including key assumptions, priorities, goals, and a certain amount of scope.

The Components of the Heuristic Evaluation
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The UI is evaluated for flow and functionality.
The existing UI will be examined in the following six sections:

I.i.  UI Evaluation: Overview

1.  APPLICATION LAUNCH : provides an overview of experiential, brand, and usage.

2.  CHANNEL CATALOG & BROWSER : provides access to content through Browse and Search functionalities.

3.  MAIN VIEWING SCREEN : provides playback control and access to primary functionalities.

5.  WIDGETS : provides supporting functionality.

4.  OVERLAYS : provides promotional opportunities for content partners and advertisers.

5.  SPOON : provides access to content through Browse and Search functionalities.
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I.ii.a.  Application Approach: Flow

1 2 3SPLASH:
legal information and credits.

CONNECTING:
loading animation while Joost
connects to the network.

INTROSTITIAL:
an exciting preview of content available through Joost.

EVALUATION

The connecting window turns grey.  This color is markedly different from the opening screen and the introstitial.  A more seamless connecting 
animation could be less visually interruptive.

FLOW SCREENSHOTS
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The introstitial serves as a Joost promotional spot, highlighting new content and branding elements.
It could additionally  be used to announce rollouts and new features, or meaningful information about usage.

INTROSTITIAL

I.ii.a.  Application Approach: Features
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I.iii.a Channel Catalog & Browser: Flow

EVALUATION

 The Channel Catalog is accessed through an icon at the bottom of the Default MyChannels Browser.
This functionality may require more direct and immediate access and a more prominent position in the flow.

Clickable thumbnails in the Genre and Channel View would create consistency with the thumbnails in the Catalog View.
Grouping the Channel Catalog, Joost Suggests, MyChannel, and SmartChannel functionality would increase the usability of the Channel-related features.

Offering a visually distinct clip-based navigation could enhance Channels as the IA model for Content providers and shows or clips.

FLOW SCREENSHOTS

1 2 3 6 74 5SPLASH: 
browse or search by editorial, 
genre, all , and featured 
channel categories.

GENRE VIEW: 
browse by genre, with non-
functional content preview.

CHANNEL INFO: 
text description of channel with 
non-functional thumbnails of 
featured content with channel 
tools. 

JOOST SUGGESTS: 
featured channels and content, 
which also provide default 
channel and show line-up.

MY CHANNELS: 
dynamic channel line-up saved 
and modified by user 
preference.

SEARCH: 
text-based search by show 
clips.
(both title and description 
search?)

SMART CHANNEL: 
save search results as a 
channel.
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I.iii.b Channel Catalog & Browser: Features

GENRE VIEWSPLASH

1

2
3

4

5

 Featured thumbnails in a channel could link directly to a show or clip.Category Titles and Category Items could be more visually distinct.

The text explanation could be a walk-through, available step by step through the process, as opposed to as 3 small 

blurbs all together.

The arrow buttons for scrolling the Channel Pane could indicate the position of the scroller pane, and could also 

scroll by page, rather than one at a time.

MyChannels SmartChannels, JoostChannels, and Genres  could be more prominently integrated in the Channel Pane.

Featured Channels could provide information about each featured Channel.

1

2

3

4

5

1

1
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I.iii.a Channel Catalog & Browser: Features

The word programs could be more concise.

Featured Programs could click through to the show or clip.

Information about featured shows or clips could be interactive and reveal more information.

Available functionality could be more fully integrated with overall Catalog & Browser.

Browser Pane could be a static element of all pages, eliminating the need for the back button or breadcrumbs.

JOOST SUGGESTSCHANNEL INFO

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

4

5

5

 Ability to scroll backwards through the Shows Pane could be more prominent.

Shows and Clips are accessed similarly to the Channel Pane, blurring the distinction between Channel categories and 

Show or Clip items.

Back, Play, and Information buttons could be more fully integrated into the highlighting functionality.

1

2

3
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I.iii.a Channel Catalog & Browser: Flow

Search could offer facet refinement, by Genre, Channel, or other metadata.

Additional information about shows and clips could be displayed such as, length, posting date, or Channel.

Save As Channel could be more fully integrated into browser.

SEARCH

1

2

3

1

2

3
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I.iv.a  Main Viewing Screen: Flow

FLOW SCREENSHOTS

1 2 3COMING UP BUMPER:
loading clip or show stream

MAIN VIEWING WINDOW:
with player controls and 
docks visible

SHOW OR CLIP INFORMATION:
thumbnail, title, description, 
link, elapsed time/total time.

4 5 6TOOL TIPS:
rollover functionality tips

AD BUG:
advertisers' branded links

CHANNEL INFORMATION 
(EDITORIAL):
Joost-created channel 
information: Title, 
Desciption, and Link.

7 ADD CHANNEL BUTTON:
Appears when A Channel is 
not Saved in MyChannels.

8 9 10SHOW INFORMATION WITH AD 
BUG

NEXT SHOW INFORMATION:
information about shows 
while using player-embedded 
browser

LOADING ANIMATION:
loading animation when 
using scrubbers to advance 
or rewind clips or shows

11 12 13HELP:
How to use Joost with links to 
FAQs

MEDIUM VIEW SCREEN:
limited functionality for
browse and widgets, 
must enter full-screen 
to access

SMALL VIEW SCREEN:
"Shuffle-like" 
functionality, fullscreen 
mode, Play, Next, and 
Volume.

EVALUATION

Docking metaphor limits functionality and extensibility.
Embedded Content browser could be clearer and give better contextual hierarchy.
Choosing next show or clip could be more distinct from finding information about current show or clip.
Functionality should support more lean-forward behavior in smaller windows, support more lean-back behavior in full-screen mode.
Help could provide more robust information about using Joost and could be more contextualized to usage.
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I.iv.b.  Main Viewing Screen: Features

2

3

MAIN VIEWING WINDOW SHOW OR CLIP INFORMATION

Docking limits functionality and extensibility.

Elapsed Time/Total Time could be available in playback controls.

Application level functionality and show or clip controllers could be on different levels to support functional 
hierarchy.

Channel Browsing Functionality and Information about current show or clip are mixed together.

1

23

1

4

4

Show or Clip Information is separated from Channel and Show or Clip Title in Browser functionality, but could offer 
more information and metadata, including Genre, Tags, etc.

1

1
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I.iv.b.  Main Viewing Screen: Features

1

CHANNEL INFORMATION (EDITORIAL) ADD CHANNEL BUTTON

Include Joost Branding Thumbnail to highlight Joost's editorial capacities and brand.

1

1 Add Channel as well as browsing-related User Preferences could be better supported in Viewing Screen.

1
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I.iv.b.  Main Viewing Screen: Features

1

LOADING ANIMATION HELP

"Please Wait" and other loading animations could be more consistent with "Coming Next" animation by being more 
experiential.

1 Help could offer more robust support and QoS assistance, links could look more interactive.

1

1
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I.iv.b.  Main Viewing Screen: Features

1

MEDIUM VIEW SCREEN SMALL VIEW SCREEN

Support lean-forward functionality: smaller windows require greater interactivty.

How does advertsing scale?

1

1 Could add a previous show button.

How does advertsing scale?

1

2

2

2
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I.v.a.  Overlays: Flow

SCREENSHOTS 

1 2 3AD OVERLAY:
template or custom interactive 
content

AD BUG:
external link to advertiser's 
site

EDITORIAL OVERLAY:
Joost editorial channel 
overlay.

4 CONTENT PARTNER OVERLAY:
custom or template information 
about content partner

EVALUATION

User-initiated toggling between content and advertising overlays could be clearer or could toggle dynamically.
Look and feel of Ad Bugs and Ad Overlays could be more consistent.
Editorial Overlays could include Joost Branding.
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I.vi.a  Widgets: Flow

SCREENSHOTS

1 2 3WIDGET MENU:
access widgets

CHAT, INVITE, ADVANCED 
SETTINGS WIDGETS:
community widgets

ALL WIDGETS:
Blog This, Invite, Channel 
Chat, IM, Newsfeed, Ratings, 
Advanced Settings.

EVALUATION

Mixed UI metaphor between Channel Browsing and extending functionality.
Widget metaphor for pinning additional functionality to screen obscures content.
Could be possible to integrate Widgets visually into overall UI metaphor to create the feel of a natural extension to functionality, as opposed to 
additional functionality.
Sizing and visual presentation of widgets and breaks consistency of application-level visual language.
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I.vii.a.  Spoon : Flow

SCREENSHOTS

1 2SEARCH RESULTS:
displays show and clip 
thumbnails, with a faceted 
search available by genre.

AUTOMATIC & MANUAL SCALE:
Thumbnails resize 
automatically and can be 
resized manually for 2 foot 
and 10 foot viewing.

3 SEARCH FACET:
filter search results by genre

EVALUATION

Integrating Channel Scroller Pane and Spoon may create a complete Browsing toolset.
Channel information could be integrated into detail information.
Distinction between Spoon for lean-forward and lean-back use could be more clearly articulated.
Scaling may cause legibility issues for both text and images.

5 MEDIUM WINDOW:
scaling Spoon

4 PLAYLISTING:
drag and drop thumbnails to 
creat Smart Channels
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I.vii.b.  Spoon: Features

1

SEARCH RESULTS AUTOMATIC & MANUAL SCALE

Genres and Categories could have a managed vocabulary.

Detail information about shows is separated from thumbnails, highlighting of selected thumbnail should default.

Pagination or other content controls for viewing large search results or channels.

Numbers on thumbnails may not be the most important information.

2

3

1

2

2

Scaling could be stepped to optimize specific lean-forward and lean-back usage.

Scaling tool is a mouse tool (lean-forward) while scaling may primarily be used for a lean-back use case.

3

1

2

4

4

1

2
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I.vii.b.  Spoon: Features

1

PLAYLISTING MEDIUM WINDOW

Playlisting could be more prominent and offer more use guidance.

Playlist content item details could be larger and offer text information to increase legibility.

Dragging and Dropping a Thumbnail could remove it from the main content area.

2

3

Scaling Spoon interface, especially with Playlist and Facet Search Categories functionality 
may create readability and legibility issues--for text, images, and searches that return a large 
number of genre facets.

1

1

2

3

1
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The Experience Guide evaluates the overall application usability and experience.  At this level, overall consistency, 
integration, and functional value of the UI are assessed.

In addition, the UI is examined as part of a systemic operational model. The UI is an integral aspect of meeting 
technical, business, and operational goals and requirements.  Because part of the underlying P2P technology, drawing 
content providers, and revenue models are heavily dependent on the adoptability and sustained use of Joost, part of the 
strategic goal of the Joost UI is to make it a very easily adoptable application that can retain its users, and encourage 
long-format viewing usage.

As a disruptive content distribution model, the UI needs to help create churn--drawing users away from existing long-
format video distribution models, while minimizing application abandonment--to which a newly hybridized technology 
like Joost is particularly vulnerable.

The key heuristic dimensions that support these strategic UI goals are as follows:

II.i.  Experience Guidelines: Overview

1.  OVERALL UI EXPERIENCE: the right balance between a compelling and usable experience.

2.  UI METAPHOR AND APPLICATION LEVEL NAVIGATION : the organization and navigation of the entire application.

3.  NAVIGATION, FUNCTIONALITY, CONTENT, AND ORGANIZATION: INTEGRATION & DISTINCTION : blending and layering 
     together the fundamental elements of the UI.
4.  STATIC AND CONTEXTUAL NAVIGATION : some navigation helps to organize the site and sections, some navigation
     helps unfold sections and task groupings over time.

5.  TASK AND USE FLOWS : aligning user needs with optimal task ease and efficiency.

6.  INFORMATION VISUALIZATION, LANGUAGE, AND HIERARCHY: information is organized clearly, icons and labels are 

     unambiguous, and visual prominence is used to reveal underlying information architecture.

7.   CONTEXTUAL AND DETAIL INFORMATION: visual groupings can add a layer of contextual information that establishes 

     use patterns and optimizes application adoptability and ease of use.  The right level of detailed information informs 

     user decisions within the application, optimizes task completion and minimizes task abandonment.

8.  FEEDBACK:  application and task completion status indicators reinforce the user's understanding of the application.

    This facilitates adoptability, helps prevent human error, and can also add to the overall appeal of the user 

    experience.
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The Overall Experience creates visual excitement and appeal while making functionality more intuitive and adoptable.  
A distinctive style and functionality creating by blending visual and motion design with information and interaction 
design con position the Joost UI as "interface as brand," similar to Apple, iPod, Wii, and TiVo.

Technology:
Some aspects of the underlying P2P technology  create UI constraints, such as connecting and streaming times.  One 
of the most obvious aspects of the underlying technology is latency.  Compelling and seamlessly integrated transitional 
loading screens and animations can help offset latency.

Information:
Users need the right information to help understand:
a.  using the Joost hybrid interactive TV application
b.  using toolsets for unfamiliar tasks of unknown duration and effort
c.  decisions about which tasks and tools are best for user viewing needs
d.  using new tools 
e.  making decisions where there are multiple tool and content choices.

Toolsets:
The right tool offerings help users control the content and new ways to view it.

Task Groupings:
The right grouping and pacing of toolsets, information, and content choices help user complete tasks easily  and make 
decisions quickly.

Compelling Experience:
The playful use of the television metaphor, as well as a number of other mechanical metaphors gives the application a 
branded experience which can be enhanced with meaningful information design and functionality.  A high quality 
interface that is fun to use is an invaluable aspect of the UI's audience appeal, adoptabilty, and sustained user loyalty.

II.ii.  Overall UI Experience
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The Joost UI Metaphor and Application Level Navigation could create a seamless use flow and intuitive UI.  The visual, 
informational, and flow consistency are key for the following:
1.  making the application ease to use
2.  facilitating rapid adoption
3.  minimizing abandonment
4.  establishing use patterns that users can leverage to more quickly adopt new functionality.

The Top Level Docking Metaphor:
does not offer Application Level controls, such as opening and closing Joost, upgrading between versions, screen sizes.  
The four compass points docking system constrains the functionality to four functional groups.  It makes it difficult to 
scale or extend functionality, and makes it difficult to offer hybrid functionalities:  MyJoost is geared more towards 
Widgets and User Settings, though MyChannels is in Channel Browsing and Catalog.  This creates ambiguity and 
interrupted task and use flows.

Content Partners and Advertisers:
compete for space and time by sharing the topscreen overlay, and the toggle is awkward.

Multiple and Mixed Metaphors:
Application metaphors, like docking, the EPG-like browser, widgets, and more standard video playback leverages the 
familiarity of Joost users with other content distribution interfaces, like television & VOD, iPods & iTunes, and Mac 
OSX. 

However, because the metaphors are broken distinctly across the four functionality groups, the Joost application 
becomes disjointed.

A better balance of familiarity and flow could improve the user experience.

Mechanical and Visual Metaphors:
Mechanical and Visual metaphors leverage the familiarity of Joost users with everyday objects, like desktops, sliding 
panels, thumbtacks, and other tools.  These metaphors could carry more meaning, thus giving the user more contextual 
information.  The way certain tools work help create an intuitive understanding of how to use the tool for the user.
Some of this added contextual meaning, along with consistent design and use patterns would make it much easier to 
adopt the technology, make new content more discoverable, and make it easier to use overall.

Towards A Seamless User Experience:
Adopting one singular metaphor or a consistently blended UI metaphor at the Application level would help organize 
functional groups, task flows, and content and tools to make a more powerful application, and a seamlessly integrated 
user experience.

A singular experiential system that is flexible enough to encompass all Functionality Groups, yet can adapt to specific 
toolsets and task flows within each group is optimal.

II.iii.  UI Metaphor and Application Level Navigation
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Joost is a hybrid application, delivering the benefits of high quality television with the ease of digital delivery, adding 
valuable interactivity and functionality.

The four primary aspects of user experience that drive usage of the Joost application are navigation, functionality, 
organization, and content.

Navigation helps the user move between different sections of the application overall.
Functionality allows the users to complete tasks and reach their user goals.
Content is all the information and media that the user's need to inform decisions and complete tasks.
Organization  helps  group navigation, tools, content, to make the overall experience simple, easy, and effective.

Bringing these four elements of the user experience together in the right amount and order is accomplished through 
layout, procedural flows over time, as well as using spatial and mechanical metaphors.   Successful integration and 
distinction are critical to adoptability, ease of use, understandability, and overall experiential appeal.

Creating a visual language that makes it easier for a user to differentiate the four elements, while grouping them in a 
way that optimizes task completion helps users accomplish their goals.

Very simply, the user
1. gets to the right section of the application
2. has powerful and easy to use tools
3. has the right information, tools, and content together to get tasks done
4. so they can enjoy the experience of Joost and the content.

II.iv.  Navigation, Functionality, Content, and Organization: Integration & Distinction
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Certain elements of the Navigation need to remain available througouth the usage of Joost.  These navigation elements 
are readily accessible at any state, location, or time in the application.

Other elements of navigation, particularly in support of browsing functionality and user settings & preferences are 
simpler with contextual navigation.  These navigational elements appear on a "need-to-use" basis.  This helps reduce 
visual clutter, task abandonment, error, and decision anxiety, This is critical if the task is choosing between many 
options--like content browsing, procedural task--like playlists, or unfamiliar functionality--the emerging category of 
hybrid interactive TV tools.

II.v.  Global and Contextual Navigation
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At the moment, the Joost application offers a few primary Task Flows:

1.  Browsing Content
2.  Watching Content
3.  Presenting Advertising and Content Partner Promotions.
4.  Supporting Functionality

These tasks flows need to be visually distinct for users to understand the different types of functionality, but integrated 
enough to switch from one task flow to another easily and seamlessly.  Right now, its difficult to find and use Channel 
Browser, Channel Catalog, and Viewing Video in a really cohesive way.  Catalog and Browser could almost be the same 
tool, while viewing should be easily accessible and vice versa.  While the playback controller begins to offer the ability 
to both browse and watch simultaneously, the ability to do both simultaneously could be further developed.

II.vi.  Task and Use and Flows
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Users need to understand many things simultaneously to make the right decisions and to use the application the right 
way.

Whether it's understanding how  a tool works, how to change task flows, or choosing the show that they want to watch, 
the user needs to know what their options are, understand how to access those options, and then be able to implement 
that option.

Visualizing the options they have entails creating a meaningful relationship between graphics, text, and images.
Icons need to succinctly represent their functionality or content, labels and descriptions need to clearly define choices, 
images need to be legible.

Not only does information to be visualized and communicate, it also has to be consistent.  The patterns created within 
a visual language help the user to learn how to use the application.  Users can then apply the knowledge of one task 
flow to another task flow, and then move from version to version of the application.  It can also create a distinct brand 
identity.

Finally, Hierarchy creates order and priority.  If there are five steps to a tasks, which step should be done first?
If a show or clip item has five elements of metadata, which are most important for the user in choosing whether to 
watch the show or not?  Assessing the hierarchy of information helps the user understand tasks and how to complete 
them, as well as to make decisions about how they want to complete the task.

At the moment, the overall visual language is too consistent.  
There is no differentiation between Navigation, Tools, Content Items, and even between Static and Dynamic elements.  
It's difficult for the user to know what to click, and then to know what will happen if the user does click.

It is difficult to understand what specific icons do, without labels or more visual distinction.

The text-based visual language of EPG's is satisfactoy for television, but because of the latency issues of the underlying 
technology, and the wait times associated with choosing content, user's need to be more sure of their decision to click 
a content item.  Graphics and image-based browsing may be more useful.

II.vii.  Information Visualization, Language, and Hierarchy
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Visual and informational grouping information in Joost could optimize browsing functionality, as well as procedural 
tasks like playlists, embedded browsing, and switching between task flows.  This kind of contextual information helps 
users make rapid choices, when multiple options are available.

Detail information for content items helps users to understand the concept of channels, and to extend that 
understanding to  editorially created channels, myChannels, and SmartChannels.  This kind of detail information helps 
users make informed choices, when unfamiliar options are available.

With the number and variety of content available within Joost, optimizing contextual and detail information is critical to 
browsing and procedural functionalities.

II.viii.  Contextual and Detail Information
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At the moment, it's difficult to know what is and isn't clickable, and what will happen once a user starts clicking.

Text links look similar to static text, buttons look similar as static graphics, and users may not understand procedural 
task flows, highlighted channels look similar to channel genre titles.

Increasing the prominence and distinction of interactive feedback, as well as giving clearer indications of status in a 
task flow will enhance the user experience overall and support all strategic UI goals.

II.ix.  Feedback
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The Recommendations Approach is based on the Hearistic Evaluation of the Flow, Features, and Overall 
Joost Application. 

Based on the evaluations, an outline can be created for the next phase of the project.  The UI 
Recommendations is a document that begins to explore problem-solving strategies and solutions for further 
development of the Joost Application UI and the integration of the current Spoon Trunk Build.

The Experience highlights some of the most important issues of the Joost UI.  The Approach is a tentative 
place to start to address those issues.

III.i.  Recommendations: Approach

1.  OVERALL UI EXPERIENCE: 

Play with Remotes AND Keyboards
The overall use of the television metaphor as well as interstitial animations, and other elements dramatically 
enhances the experience of the application.  However, in order to enhance the usablility of the application 
requires departing from some of the Television visual metaphors.  In those instances, it may be valuable (and 
fun) to explore the playful side of computing.  The visual world of computers, games, and operating systems 
could lend many different, appealing, and experiential metaphors to the Joost application.

2.  UI METAPHOR AND APPLICATION LEVEL NAVIGATION :

Towards A Seamless User Experience
Adopting one singular metaphor or a more consistenly blended UI metaphor at the Application level would 
help organize functional groups, task flows, and content and tools to make a more powerful application, and 
a seamlessly integrated user experience.

A singular experiential system that is flexible enough to encompass all Functionality Groups, yet can adapt to 
specific toolsets and task flows within each group is optimal.

3.  STATIC AND CONTEXTUAL NAVIGATION:
Always here (And sometimes there)
The docking metaphor begins to fall apart quickly, as editorial choices, content partner choices, tool choices, 
and advertiser choices begin to compete for attention and clicks.

A more cohesive and extensible global navigation that is available in all windows would help simplify the user 
experience and allow users to dfferentiate task flows, but shift between them easily. Contextual navigation in 
conjunction with feedback and clearly punctuated procedural task flows will really help users understand and 
learn new types of functionality within the Joost UI.

4.  TASK AND USE FLOWS:

Step by Step, Row by Row
Tasks, toolsets, and content choices could be regrouped to address user goals and behaviors.  

5.  INFORMATION VISUALIZATION, LANGUAGE, AND HIERARCHY:

Stop, Left Turn Only, Deer Crossing, One Way, Yield
A clear system of information visualization that coherently and distinctly combines the meaning and brand 
identity of Joost supports the "Interface as Brand," creating a powerful interactive TV application that defines 
the episteme, similar to iTunes/iPod, TiVo, and OSX.

6.   CONTEXTUAL AND DETAIL INFORMATION:

Landscape view and zoom view:

Grouping information and providing the right level of information will help optimize browsing functionality, as 
well as more complex tasks like playlists, embedded browsing, and switching between task flows.

Detail information for content items helps users to understand the concept of channels, and to extend that 
understanding to  editorially created channels, myChannels, and SmartChannels.  It also helps users to easily 
and rapidly choose the channels and shows that most appeal to them.

The right level of information made available in the browsing and viewing functionalities will enhance the 
user experience.

In addition, the right balance of user control, editorial curation, and recommendations engines could 
optimize content and reduce browsing time, and increase viewing time.

7.  FEEDBACK:

Getting Warmer, Warmer, Colder, Warmer,  Hot, Very Hot!

The television metaphor combined with the visual metaphors of computing can create a sytem of feedback 
that makes it easy and rewarding to learn how to use the Joost interface.


